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ABSTRACT 

K. Y. Jan (1971) The Ending Pattern 01 DNA ReþlicatioJZ in Larval Brain Cells 01 
House Fl'y . Bull. Inst. Zoo1. Academia Sinica 10:(2) 77-82. The ending pattern of DNA rep1ication 
of the house fly larval brain cells was revealed by tritiated thymidine autoradiography. Often , 
auto- and allosomes rep1icated together , or the allosomes replicated alone. Whereas , the autosomes 
replicated alone was rare. In the XY cells , the X and Y replicated together or the X but not 
the Y replicated alone. In the XX cells , both X's replicated together or one Xreplicated 
alone. The genetic activities of the X and Y chromosomes were discussed. 

T he late DNA replication has been 
unfai1ably correlated with genetic inactiva
tion (5). For instance, in the mammalian 
system, the X inactivation has been proposed 
as the mechanism for dosage compensation 
(12). ln cells from both males and females 
one X remains euchromatic, non-condensed 
and ear1y replicating, whereas the other X 
in the female complement becomes condensed, 
heterochromatic and late replicating (5, 7, 13, 
16, 19). 1n the larval brain cells of the house 
宜y， the allosomes seem to be late replicating 
(9). The present experiment was then 
undertaken for analysing the exact late 
replicating pattern, and this result was 
discussed in relation to the genetic activities. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The techniques for 宜y (Musca domestica L. 
ocra strain) rearing, thymidine-methyl-H3 
(H3TdR) autoradiography and chromosome 

identification were described previously (9). 
About 15μC of H3TdR (New England Nuclear, 
specific activities 18.9 CjmM) per larva was 
injected into the head region of the third 
instar larvae. The larval brains were sampled 
at 1.5 hours after H3TdR injection for the 
preparation of microscopic s1ides. The slides 
were scanned for metaphase figures of which 
the allosomes were recognizable. These 
metaphase figures were then sketched, 
photographed and their locations on slides 
were recorded, These s1ides were then coated 
with Kodak NTB-3 liquid emulsion and 
exposed for 10 days. Metaphase figures with 
less than 4 s i1ver grains or with high 
background grain counts within their 
immediate surroundings were not inc1uded in 
the present analysis. 
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RESULTS 

1n both XY and XX cells, the labelling 
occurred primarily on the autg- anÇ. a!l()some~ 












